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The Computer department day was held on 22 nd October 2019.
“ ALL Go Rhythm 2019” was celebrated in full rhythm with this years theme as “Horror Feat
Comedy” //spooky busters.
Albert Einstein rightly said “Scientist navigate what which already is; engineers create that
which has never been.”
A warm welcome by Ms. Briana was offered to the audience to enjoy another wonderful day
with creators working in the most dynamically changing field of today-‘COMPUTERS’.
Welcoming all to computer departmental day-‘Algorithm’.
Engineering especially computer engineering is not about computing and computers alone, it
is in fact a way of living.
A whole array of works and deadlines with assignments and projects stacked up in queues,
with endless confronts with errors and mistakes and a beautiful learning experience of
debugging and modification and a big fight with the monster examination is what makes up
an engineering students’ life.
Amidst all these horrifying situations, there is a point of time in everyones lives where all
have liked and thanked our university and the choice of engineering for teaching individuals
to do a lot more than just engineering and helping learn a lot more about life. All at some
point down the line all look back to these days and laugh and find these treasurable
memories written in those pages of the book of life which would be always looked upto when
life looks challenging.
One of these beautiful memories would be the departmental day-a day when the barriers
between students and teachers from the classroom atmosphere are broken down,a day
when we all as a department come together forgetting our responsibilities and posts to enjoy
and share happiness and live the moment.
The theme for today is an amalgamation of today and tomorrow -“Horror and Comedy!!”.
Light dispels darkness. Lighting of the lamp is a sign of hope and efforts to move ahead in
life and spread happiness and goodwill dispelling all negativities and evils. All the
coordinators,HOD, Deans and Father were called upon for lightning of lamp.
The day was inaugurated by lighting of the lamp and a prayer by Father Joe. Ms. Briana
introduced the department day. A Welcome speech by the Department HOD Ms. Sana
Shaikh and this followed by the department achievements read Ms. Adonia. Annual report
was read by Ms. Cynthia.

